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My Man's Best Friend - Book 1 (My
Man's Best Friend Series)

***'S BEST SELLING AUTHOR - K. ELLE COLLIER ROCKS THE LITERARY WORLD WITH A
HOT NEW NOVEL AND A STRANGE NEW TWISTâ€¦ARE YOU READY FOR A DIFFERENT KIND
OF RELATIONSHIP STORY?Kai Edwards is confronted with the startling reality that her manâ€™s
best friend is a womanâ€”a drop-dead, gorgeous one at that. Now, what is a girl to do?Kai Edwards
has a big problem when Todd Danielsâ€™ best friend, Alana Brooks, moves to Chicago and straight
into the middle of their perfect life. To compete with the new threat and keep her man, Kai devises a
deliciously devious plan, but it takes an unexpected turn when she falls hard for Alana. What unfolds
is an unconventional passion triangle that turns Kaiâ€™s once normal life upside downâ€”forever.Set
in Chicago, My Manâ€™s Best Friend is a thought provoking, intelligent, and unconventional
romantic comedy that takes an ordinary boy-meets-girl story and turns it on its ear. With an
emotionally fearless protagonist, Kai Edwards, paired up with a manipulative, breathtaking beauty,
Alana Brooks, this story will take you on an emotional rollercoaster only to have you gasping for air
when the ride comes to an end. In her debut novel, K. Elle answers the question, what would you do
if your manâ€™s best friend were a beautiful woman? The answer, undoubtedly, will surprise you.In
this witty and intriguing first novel, K. Elle Collier pushes the envelope to discover intimacy in the
most unconventional situations.
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K. Elle Collier's debut offering, My Man's Best Friend, introduces readers to Kai Edwards. Kai is a
woman who has had her share of relationships. Most of the relationships did not last long, but there
is something about Kai's new love interest, Todd Daniels. From the first day, she saw Todd, she
knew he was the one for her. There was just this one thing about Todd that she had a problem with
and that was his best friend, Alana.Alana is a beautiful model that was once Todd's roommate. Kai
notices that Todd and Alana's relationship is very close and Kai cannot stand it. She and her best
friend come up with a plan that just might not work in her favor. Kai gets in way too deep and finds
herself in a love triangle.When this drama-filled rollercoaster ride is about to end the author drops
another shocker. There has to be a sequel to this one. I recommend this read to readers looking for
a fast-paced read that is hard to put down.Reviewed by Phyllis AnnAPOOO BookClub

I just have one question,how did Kai not see all of this coming? First off best friend or not she
should have laid down the law or walked, it can only be one queen bee on the throne and that
includes mothers and "female best friends". Her instincs told her to not trust her but she didnt listen
for some reason. I guess she sees now where trying not to be petty gets you.I mean after you see
them having a intimate dinner while he ignores you and forgets about your dinner date, should have
been a real eye opener in regards to his priorities.The final straw was the scene in his apartment
where he keeps talking about trust like her lying justifies all the hidden skeletons he had in his
closet. By then I felt she deserved all that she got. How many times did he need to show her he was
a cowardly,lying,sneaky,no good lowlife.It was a interesting read BUT I saw most of the plots twists
coming way ahead of the game. I had to take one star off just because Kai was so stupid and
clueless she made my head hurt. I am still debating if I will read part 2.

I'm so glad to be done with this book, as i didn't want it to be one of those books just sitting on my
ipad waiting to be read. I did have to put it down a couple of times---read something else---then
come back to it. Finally, I made it through!But anyway, point blank, I hated Kai. I think she got
everything she deserved. She seems to be a self-centered child. I didn't like her from the very

beginning, as she seemed to be very vain. She constantly name dropped, which was annoying (i.e.,
my Jimmy Choo shoes, or my whatever dress). If she paid half the attention on her relationships as
she did her labels, I guess there would be no need for a book 2 or book 3. She had what seemed to
be a good man (successful, driven and cared deeply for her), and that wasn't enough. As a VERY
straight woman myself, I find it very difficult to understand how she was so easily persuaded into a
sexual relationship by another woman. But I digress...Bottom line, Kai gives women in there 30's a
bad name. I would expect her behavior from a 19 y/o or a 20 y/o, but at 33, you should not be
playing these kinds of games when it comes to matters of the heart. At the end, there was no sense
of acceptance or remorse for what she had done. She didn't seem sorry for her mistakes, she was
just sorry she got caught and sorry that Alana was the one to tell it first.I will not be reading the 2nd
or 3rd book because I simply don't care what happens to any of these characters. I think they all
deserve each other. They should just have a big 3some of dysfunction, manipulation, and lackluster
sexual acts. And even worse, children are being brought into the middle of these psychotics' and
sociopaths' mess.

I was drawn in by the sample chapters and decided to purchase the book. It seemed like it was
building up to something good but then by chapter twelve it started to drag. I felt like the next ten
chapters went by without much happening. It was more and more of Kai telling us about this hold
Alana had over her but there was never anything that would describe WHY Alana had such a hold .
. . especially to convince Kai to do some of the things she did. I definitely didn't understand Todd's
position or the hypocrisy of a lot of his statements. Was he not lying and keeping secrets too? It just
stopped making sense to me. It was also obvious what Raymond's secret was so I'm not sure why it
was dragged out so long. The other thing that bugged me was how certain characters were
depicted one way for the majority of the story and then they did a complete 180 but no real reason
for why they were suddenly changing. The dialogue seemed really immature and some of those
confrontations and tell-off moments sounded more like teens than adults in their thirties. I certainly
don't care enough to read the other installments. I had really high expectations for this one and
unfortunately they weren't met . . . SO disappointing.

My Man's Best Friend - Book 1This book was such a joke. The author was completely unable to
keep up with her own time line or even the ages of the characters. Initially the main character came
across a strong woman and immediately she is like a pup being led astray without a mind of her
own. I've had the opportunity to be in some passaionate relationships, but I'm not about to loose my

damn mind over it. There was no character development and no one to fall in love with to make you
want to invest the $2.99 for part two. This is a major fail. Point blank!
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